
MuseNet  
(https://openai.com/blog/musenet/

We’ve created MuseNet, a deep neural 
network that can generate 4-minute 
musical compositions with 10 different 
instruments, and can combine styles 
from country to Mozart to the Beatles. 
MuseNet was not explicitly 
programmed with our understanding of 
music, but instead discovered patterns 
of harmony, rhythm, and style by 
learning to predict the next token in 
hundreds of thousands of MIDI files.

https://openai.com/blog/musenet/
https://soundcloud.com/charles-palmer-404819905/sets/ai-music


– Kaplan, Jerry.  
Artificial Intelligence (What Everyone Needs To Know)

“A primary distinguishing factor between humans and other animals is 
our ability to use language. We use our words not only to communicate 

but also to help us think, remember, assign things to categories,  
and label individuals.” 



– from Melanie Mitchell  
Artificial Intelligence (p. 178).  

Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Kindle Edition.

“A man went into a restaurant and ordered a hamburger, cooked rare. 
When it arrived, it was burned to a crisp. The waitress stopped by the 
man’s table. “Is the burger okay?” she asked. “Oh, it’s just great,” the 
man said, pushing back his chair and storming out of the restaurant 
without paying. The waitress yelled after him, “Hey, what about the 

bill?” She shrugged her shoulders, muttering under her breath, “Why is 
he so bent out of shape?”.” 





NLU can identify …
Concepts Identify general concepts in the content

Entities Detect important people, places, organizations and other types of entities in your content.

Keywords Determine the most important keywords in your content.

Categories Categorize your content into a hierarchical five level taxonomy.

Sentiment Determine whether your content conveys positive or negative sentiment.

Emotion Detect emotions such as anger, disgust, fear, joy, or sadness that are conveyed by your content.

Relations Identify relationships between entities in your content.

Semantic 
Role

Identify the subjects of actions, and the objects that they act upon.

Metadata Author information, publication data, HTML <title> info



#!/bin/bash

curl -X POST -u "apikey:{apikey}" \
  --header "Content-Type: application/json" \
  --data '{
  "url": "https://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2020/04/12/google...",
  "features": {
    "sentiment": {},
    "categories": {},
    "concepts": {},
    "entities": {},
    "keywords": {}
    }
  }' \
  "{url}/v1/analyze?version=2019-07-12"

template



#!/bin/bash

curl -X POST -u "apikey:d5Jx2wFntJakEad2bDaTatjibkq5w1Ju8W_xa_7LGrFs" \
  --header "Content-Type: application/json" \
  --data '{
  "url": "https://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2020/04/12/google-
chrome-81-tab-groups-tab-management-update-chrome-browser/#5ac46b65404e",
  "features": {
    "sentiment": {},
    "categories": {},
    "concepts": {},
    "entities": {},
    "keywords": {}
    }
  }' \
  "{https://api.us-south.natural-language-
understanding.watson.cloud.ibm.com/instances/9aee2fbe-1cf5-4a5d-
a243-391eac24eb13}/v1/analyze?version=2019-07-12"

t1.sh



– François Chollet (inventor of Keras)

"Originally, the approach to AI was Rules-based.  That is, 
 

rules + data = answers 

When we got to machine-learning, this became  
 

data + answers = rules " 


